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Cost estimating is very important step in project management where to achieve the goal targeted by client. A cost
estimate representing the.

Hence pre contract cost control is very essential in a project since it is planning, design finalizing and
tendering and selecting a suitable contractor too. Pre Cost planning is very important to successful planning,
design and construction of projects and is aimed at providing best value solutions. Furthermore when survey
about Quantity Surveyors in Cost trough place besides have to be identified their responsibilities and
Responsibilities decently. The area of each of the floors multiplied by the cost per square meter. Preparation of
value engineering and life cycle costing, and also nal accounts negotiated and agreed process. There are figure
of term usage in industry to place different phases in the life rhythm bing techniques, hence fluxing are the
specially usage in building industry. This set up an initial budget for client Client has to look into handiness of
finance for the undertaking and value of money model. Also, significantly more information is required from
the designer if the method is to be applied in practice. Determine the estimated cost of the convince store using
an inflation factor of 4 percent per year. It is based on association between edifice volume and unit cost.
Methods of Estimating for Cost Planning There are some significant estimating methods uses in construction
industry for Cost planning process. All individual measured items are analyzed into its element parts such as
labour, materials and plant. Find out more Quantity Take-Off from CAD drawings or Raster images The
software that allows you to obtain fast and accurate cost estimates by extracting the measurement data directly
from your project files. Life rhythm cost analysis LCCA Quantity surveyor aid to fix this, based on
aggregation and analysis of historic informations on existent costs of busying edifice running cost and public
presentation. With PriMus PLATFORM, record important project information: weather conditions images and
photos of the construction site executed works, not carried out or carried out with delays number of workers at
the construction site equipment and materials used Simplify team collaboration, create reports with a
professional layout, service access via mobile devices, with cloud based automatic data saving, with data
synchronizing across multiple devices. Give leading function mange the client and other advisers, at all
undertaking phases. Equally good as Pre-estimation of a design proposal will give clear image about the cost
to the employer and design squad to do determinations sing the undertaking to do certain value for money.
Acquire quantities and measurements directly from the BIM Objects, associate each object with a rate item
and instantly get a detailed cost estimate of the entire project. Hence it is important for obtaining project
financing and for determining whether a project can be profitable. Cost cheques design against cost program.
Life cycle costing Terminology Explain the Quantity Surveyor's role as a cost manager, in the life cycle of the
project. Apart from providing a full system of budget estimating and cost planning, as quantity surveyors we
can assist the architect with comparative costs for alternative systems of construction or finishings. Identify
objectives, physical scope of project, standard of quality of building and services, timeframe and establishing
the budget. Consultant has to prepare all required submission for legal approvals. It attempts to keep the
designer fully informed of all the cost implication of the design. Investigate the site conditions and preliminary
studies for demand of cost program by adviser. He should manage estimating and cost planning process and
presenting the nal cost plan. The Cost Planning Process The cost planning process consists essentially of three
phases: 1 The first of these involves the establishment of a realistic first estimate Preliminary Approximate
Estimate 2 The second stage plans how this estimate should be spent among the various parts or elements of
the project Cost Plan 3 The final stage is a checking process to ensure that the actual design details for the
various elements can be constructed within the cost plan Cost Checking The cost planning process commences
with the preparation of an approximate estimate by the quantity surveyor, and then the setting of cost targets,
which are based upon elements. Supply all required information for final cost checks of design against cost
plan. Mostly important Storey heights, plan shape and methods for when deciding on the rate to be used. Our
team endeavors to make building personal and to deliver exceptional projects. Carry out cost check of the
design as it develop against the cost plan, hence it Confirmation of the cost limits for the project. Arrange
bring together all component drawings, schedules and specifications. We have a well-earned reputation that
comes from our hardworking team that takes pride in our work.. Write your answer in the space provided or
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on a separate sheet of paper. These lower bounds give construction planners a general idea of the project
time-cost relationship. It analyzes, the cost of the project on an elemental basis using from other similar
projects. What are the characteristics which help differentiate projects from other functions carried out in the
daily operations of the organization? Life cycle cost analysis LCCA Quantity surveyor assist to prepare this,
based on collection and analysis of historic data on actual costs of occupying building running cost and
performance. Also provides cost advice during the design process. Evaluate strategic brief through
consideration of time, cost, risk and environmental issues. Similar to linear programming, integer
programming involves. It is based on a concerted position of a group of individuals, and non quantify in any
peculiar manner. This may involve, for example, comparing different plan shapes in terms of cost, or external
cladding. Ensuring that post-contract cost variances and change control tasks are directed eectively.


